
Floating Head Bulk Storage Tank Model

Model: 295-203

DAC Worldwide's Floating Head Bulk Storage Tank Model (295-203) is a highly-detailed scale model of a common
floating head storage tank, as used in refineries, petrochemical plants, and other processing, production, and
storage applications.

This model reflects common designs and is a complete, to-scale replication. The primary shell includes a cutaway,
allowing for all internal features to be seen. The product supports orientation, operations, and maintenance
training programs relating to the refining as well as the oil and gas industry.

The model features exact "to-scale" construction throughout with a 15" primary tank diameter and a
representative concrete foundation. Exterior detail includes access stairs, process connections, manways, plate
detail, and access platform. Interior detail includes representative, articulated roof drain system; fire
protection/suppression system; vents; primary and secondary roof seals, with detail; and drain/sump.

The model is painted using a high-durability coating. It comes mounted on a durable PVC baseplate.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Exact "to-scale" construction throughout; 15-in. primary tank diameter

Representative concrete foundation

Exterior detail including access stairs, process connections, manways, plate detail, and access platform

Interior detail including; representative, articulated roof drain system, fire protection/supression system,
vents, primary and secondary roof seals, with detail, and drain/sump

Durable PVC baseplate

Painting using a high-durability coating

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

20-in. L x 20-in. W x 12-in. H (500 x 500 x 300 mm)



20lbs. (9kg)

DISCLAIMER: Product Dimensions are approximate. Shipping Dimensions and Weights are for directional use only
and may change based on manufacturer variables. For the most accurate Shipping Dimensions and Weights,
please contact the manufacturer.

OPTIONS Recommended 902V Mobile Display Stand

INCLUDES

Access Stairs

Process Connections

Manways

Plate Detail

Access Platform

Articulated Roof Drain System

Fire Protection/Suppression System

Vents

Roof Seals

Drain/Sump

520-000 IPT Metal Trades Training Manual

Address

DAC Worldwide
601 Heron Drive
Swedesboro, NJ 08085

Contacts

email: contact@dacworldwide.com
phone: (800) 662 5877


